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Introducing Indian Experiences Latest Experiential Travel Partners
We are very excited to introduce our latest sign ups to the Indian Experience portfolio of
travel experience providers, all personally tested out by us, so that you can be assured that
our highest standards of unique, immersive and authentic experiences are met and
surpassed. We have traversed through the jungles of Meghalaya, the tea fields of Assam and
gasped at the Himalayan peaks of Sikkim of North East India, walked the streets of Calcutta
with its old world charm and rich heritage, explored the vibrant, happening and much
underrated (in terms of culture and sightseeing) city of Bangalore, re-discovered the
pristine forests and natural beauty of North Kerala and immersed ourselves in the utterly
magical, enchanting world that is the UNESCO World Heritage Site, Hampi. One of India's
truly most phenomenal sites. So here are our latest discoveries and we hope that you will
jump at the opportunity of offering their services to your guests, so that they too can
"Discover India Differently".

Translating Ethical Research into Immersive Experiences in Calcutta
As individuals who spend their lives traveling in India, Indian Experiences have visited most
corners of this amazing country, and have done more walking tours than we can recall. We therefore
know the difference between guides who just churn out the facts and figures they’ve learnt by rote,
using the same script for decades, and a guide who has genuine local knowledge, a constant
curiosity to learn new facts and are doing it because of their passion. Heritage Walk Calcutta are just
that – a group of dedicated and passionate individuals who have clearly done their research to get
beneath the skin of Calcutta and who visit areas you would never find by just using a guide book,
and have the utmost respect for the locals you encounter along the way. The subjects of their tours
are also very eclectic, anything from a "Murder and Mayhem Tour" a "Kick For Liberty: A Football
Walk" and their "India's Oldest Chinatown Walk" are definitely not the standard fare! Highly
recommended.
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Earlier this year we spent three days exploring Hampi with Arjun and Basava from Explore Hampi,
and it was definitely the best way to get to really know and understand this beautiful, but expansive,
UNESCO World Heritage site. With their insightful guiding the layers of Hampi's history and
culture were slowly revealed. We loved the coracle ride on the Tungabhadra River, and wish we had
longer to meander down this incredibly picturesque river. A definite highlight was our day exploring
the surrounding countryside by scooter – the countryside around Hampi is so beautiful, and trafficfree. We enjoyed a cooking experience in a local home which was then our delicious lunch. If time
allows don’t miss out on a side trip to see the incredible Badami Caves – spectacular. Explore
Hampi really were a godsend in discovering Hampi and we are so thrilled that they are now also
part of the Indian Experiences family.
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Muddy Boots Vacations is an adventure Tour Operator specialising in activity holidays in Kerala.
They offer a great collection of tailored outdoor experiences such as mountain biking, road cycling,
hiking, kayaking, bamboo rafting, zip-lining and camping. It's definitely a company close to our
hearts, as it strives to promote off the beaten track Kerala, away from the crowds and mainstream
offerings. Founder Pradeep Murthy has a passion and a vision, having always seen the potential of
adventure tourism in this beautiful and unspoilt location in North Kerala. While Muddy Boots is
predominantly an outdoors activities company, they also ensure that guests have interactions with
locals, are exposed to local cultures and have an opportunity to sample authentic local cuisine. All
their activities are carried out using the strictest standards of safety and use the best equipment. For
people who love the outdoors, they are the perfect operator to consider.
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Before

From a tourism perspective, so many people treat Bangalore as a transit destination but, for those
spending longer, to explore the city or if there on business, there is a surprising lot to discover.
Sushma Ajay is young and enthusiastic about her city and therefore just the type of company that
we are looking to work with. Her company Yours Truly India, has a great selection of walks to suit
whatever it is that you are seeking in this once Garden City. The city’s rich history, culture and
vibrancy is bought to life by local explorers or tour companions who strive to show the authenticity
of the city, by touching down on places, customs and traditions and of course, the people. From
walking tours to tuk tuk tours, general sightseeing to offbeat tours, Yours Truly customise them and
enable the traveller to take back long lasting memories. Yours Truly India creates experiences in
Bangalore so that you can take home the authenticity and uniqueness this underrated, culturally
rich
city
has
to
offer.
Welcome
to
Indian
Experiences!

Vast Cultural and Natural Wonders Await in India's North East
East India Travel Co is based in Guwahati, Assam and operates throughout the entire Northeastern
region of India. Wildlife, indigenous culture, trekking, tea country and cycle tours are some of the
experiences that they offer. East India Travel Co founders and team all hail from India’s Northeast
and having first-hand knowledge of the region. They endeavour to give travellers the real ‘feel’ of the
place by incorporating opportunities to experience local flavours, festivals, craftmanship and local
customs as often as possible. They know the potential of this entire undiscovered region and they
have been working hard to help develop it with the help of the local population and thereby opening
it up to the intrepid traveler on the hunt for something new and interesting. A trip with the East
India Travel Co truly offers the traveler the opportunity to discover what not many have before, a
true picture of this fascinating and much under-visited destination in India.

